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CHAPlBR I 
INTRODUCTIOli 
Purpose 
Although moat children need families~ there are some 
emotionally disturbed children who are not able to tolerate 
or be tolerated by any tamily. For ~eae children, institu• 
tional care, which, it,at all possible, haa as its ultimate 
goal, the adjuat.ent of the child to family lite, either his 
owa or a substitute family, is the only answer. It~ after 
intensive care and trea-.ent in a residential institution~ a 
child becomes ready to teat out hia new adaptations, toster 
home care is ottea the beat solation. !his is particularly 
true when he has no family or the .taail7 situation is such 
that ha cannot return to it at that ttae. Foster parents 
tor emotionally disturbed children need to be able to under-
stand, tolerate and care tor these children and also to co-
operate with psychiatric and casework services. Such homes 
are referred to as specialised toater hoaes or trea~ent 
homes and receive additional tinancial compensation. 
WbJ would a tamil7 choose to take an eaotionally dis-
turbed child into its hoaet Iot onl7 must this family pro• 
vide all the love and affection children need trom parents• 
but they must also be read7 to give up this child whenever 
the agency decides that the child is ready to leave. Thus, 
1 
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while they must love and care ~or the child as they would 
their own, they must also ahara the child with the agency and 
with his own parents, ir they exist. !his is ce~tainly an 
extraordinary and sometimes impossible order. How many homes 
known to most ot us would till this billf Yet there are 
people, who tor various reasons, otter to become treatment 
home parents. 
It ce~tainly takes skill, sensitivity, knowledge and 
massive responsibility to deter.aine which homes would be most 
suitable ~or emotionally disturbed children who are in the 
p~oesa ot recover,r. Bradley Hospital has been and is con• 
fronted with the problea et selecting such treat.ent hoaes 
tor these ohildren. What factors and what criteria are con• 
sidered to be important by the statt in the selection ot 
these homest 
The problem ot determining which homes are accep-
table tor children needing plac .. ent has concerned workers 
in the Child Welfare tield tor manJ years. !he question ot 
what criteria Should be used in reaching the decision as te 
whether a home is suitable is by no means unique to Bradley. 
Since the supply ot such homes seldom meets the demand, rlex-
ibility is necessarJ• T.his flexibility often results in low-
ering ot preconceived standards tor homes. The question a-
rises as to whether these standards were set too unrealisti• 
cally. Also there is the question as to whether child wel• 
2 
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tare workers are not exploring certain foster home possibili• 
ties because of these preconceived standards. 
Thus, because of the special concern for the emotion-
ally disturbed child at Bradle7, the dete~ination of the 
taotora and criteria to be considered by the statt in the se• 
lection ot these hoaes constitutes a particularly crucial 
problem. Bradley is an agenoy whose statt is comprised ot 
ditterent disciplines with varied training and diverse points 
ot view. Although all the disciplines are concerned about 
selecting the beat homes tor these children, there are dit-
terenoes ot opinion amons these disciplines and even within 
them. What, it aDJ, professional or personal factors effect 
the workers' deeisions 1m the selection ot treatment homes? 
Perhaps by exploring and understanding agreements and dit• 
terencea among and within the disciplines, a method ot se-
lecting treatment homes can be round that will beat meet the 
needs ot the children. 
Therefore, this study atteapta to answer the follow• 
ing questions: 
1. What are the agre .. enta and differences among 
the various disciplines concerning the selection of treat-
ment homes tor Bradley children! 
2. What are the agreements and differences within 
the disoipliaeat 
3. Which factors are .oat frequently used by the 
va~ious disciplines to determine the selection ot homes? 
4. What a~e the c~iteria tor acceptance and rejec-
tion of treatment homes? 
Use ot Treatment Homes by Other Agencies 
Various residential treatment centers use treatment 
homes to meet their own particular needs and in accordance 
with community facilities. Kany times foster care is the 
discharge plan. This is true ot Bradley where sometimes the 
recommendation is made to a referring agency tor foster care 
instead of group placement. However, at Bradley, treatment 
homes are considered to be an integ~al part ot the institu-
tional trea~ent prograa inasmuch as the child ~eturns to 
Bradley to'r pqohotherapy at regular intervals. 
Belletaire in Cleveland, Ohie, transfers children who 
need foster care to the Jewish Children's Bureau.l Since 
Belletaire and the Jewian ahildren•s Bureau are part or the 
same agenoy, Eelletai~e has no problem in following his pro• 
gress. In 19501 more than one quarter of the Belletaire 
children were placed in foster homes when discharged. It 
fUrther treatment is needed, the Jewish Children's Bureau is 
responsible tor providing casework services. 
T.he Neuropsychiatric Institute ot the University of 
lJoseph H. Reid and Helen R. Hagan, Residential Treat-
ment of Emotionally Disturbed Childr&n, PP• 41-42. 
4 
Michigan Children's Service found that some children were 
ready to leave after a short period but needed help in reme• 
dial reading or psychotherapy on an out-patient basis. For 
these children an arrangement has been worked out with Mich• 
igan 1s Children's Institute and the Michigan's Children's Aid 
Society through which foster homes known to those agencies 
are made available to Beuropsychiatric Institute children. 
Children placed by these agencies in their foster homes are 
supervised by the agencies' social workera.2 
Ryther Child Center of Seattle, Washington, has al-
ways maintained a foster home program. Foster care is seen 
as a necessary part of the total program of service to the 
emotionally disturbed ch1ld.3 POster home finding is the 
responsibility of all the caseworkers. One worker does all 
the initial interviewing and screening. Supervision of these 
homes is the responsibility of the casework statt.4 
Southard School which is a part of the Department ot 
Child Psyohiatr,J of the Kenninger Foundation of Topeka, Kan• 
aaa, considers the foster home program part of the in-patient 
service. Southard, the Foundation and the children's place• 
ment ageno7 use the same homefinder who is aware of all com• 
a !!!!•• P• 24Be 
3Ib1de1 P• 2eo • 
.f:Ibid., P• 276. 
-
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munity·resouroes and makes available to Southard those homes 
which seem suitable tor ita children. !he children come tor 
psychotherapy three times a week and can return for their 
school program it they are unable to adjust in public school. 
Both the caseworker and therapist prepare the child for place• 
ment. ~e therapist may also interview the foster parents if 
it seems indicated.5 
The Astor Home for Children in Rhinebeck, New York, 
provides for residential treatment, supplemented by after-
caPe in a highly specialized foster home.& They believe that, 
altbeugh auooesatully treated children have achieved a sense 
of-confidence and security, plaoa.ent in the less protective 
environment of a foster home provides a critical test ot 
these new aDd fragile feelings.' !hey have developed a pro• 
jeotive teat, in the for.a ot a questionnaire, for uncovering 
the feelings and attitudes ot foster parents toward children, 
behavior, agency and worker as well as the relationship be• 
tween the parents, their personaliV, attributes and other 
Sihide, P• 295 
&prancia x. Haughton, ~oster Home Placement as an 
Adjunct to Residential Treatmeat," Social Casework, vol. 38 
(June, 1967), P• 288. 
'L. John Bohman, "Xetbods ot Recruiting Foster Homes 
and Ways to Enable Poster .. Parenta to Help the Children," 
Child Welfare, vol. 36 (December, 1957), P• 4. 
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factors relating to the placement.S 
Children's and family agencies have also found it ne-
cessary to use treataent homes for emotionally disturbed 
children. Often, these will be used instead of residential 
treatment institutions. They have found that such children 
because of prebl .. a within the.aelvea are incapable of pro• 
viding much gratification to foster parents. Therefore, the 
satisfactions ebtained have to be o:f' a more "professional" 
-
natUl"e -- being able to give helptul aevice to a child and 
seeing in h1a some tmprovement.9 These foster parents re-
ceive extra ooapensatien and this has been found to be o:f' 
utmost importance to these faailies. 
Criteria of Foster BOae Selection 
The Illinois Children's BOae and Aid Society in Ill1• 
neis and the Family and Children's Society in Baltimore have 
both had experience with special foster homes tor disturbed 
children. The Illinois agency has found that the success of 
such a venture is dependent on careful study of the family, 
understanding o:f' the needs of the child and the caseworker's 
skill.lO 
8liaughton, !E• ill•• P• 5. 
9nsubsidized Foster Beaea tor Children with Special 
Reeds," S eoial Pre eot of Child Welfare Lea e of America, 
August,l ypewr • 
. lOLois Wildy, "The Professional Foster Home," Child 
Welfare, vol. M (Ja~ary, 1955), P• 5. 
--- . ~ -- ~~ -. 
. ~- - . 
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~ese Children's Agencies have been concerned with 
criteria for treat.ent homes and have contributed much to the 
area that is both helpful and realistic. The following state-
ment is an example of this contribution: 
It is the crucial balance between the 
healtbJ and neurotic .otiyations in the 
parental functioniag that we strive to 
evaluate in our selection and use of fos-
ter parents. It is unrealistic to ex-
pect to find a&DJ foster parents entire• 
ly tree from neurotic motivations and 
needs since the seeking of a foster child 
is usually. to soae degree, the family's 
way of solving a oenaoious or unconscious 
probl ....... The casework goal, then is te 
manage this balanoe, __ haadling the DeUl'O• 
tio metives and reactions so that they in• 
terfere m1Dillally with the ~!ltbJ oapa• 
cities of foster pareD~od. 
The Child Welfare League of Aaerioa has published 
nine criteria tor home finding whioh include: physical, eco-
nomic, JBOral and ethical atandarclaJ relationships within the 
familyJ motivation and willingness to work with the agenoy.l2 
A disturbed. child heraelt offered some criteria when 
She said, "All I want is a room of ~ own with nice people 
-
who will like ••• Those other homes were dopey. No mere 
college graduateal Ian. Find me a butcher or a garbage 
llDraza Kline and Helen M. Overstreet, Casework with 
Foster P~ents._ 
l2ohild Welfare League ot America, Standards tor Chil• 
dren's Organizations Providing Poster Fam!Iy Care, PP• 40-41. 
8 
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collector. nl3 
T.ne lite~ature in this field that has most profoundly 
intluenced this study was done by Dr. Wolina.l4 He has stated 
that criteria are affected by the needs of the agency and the 
availability of homes. When the number of applicants only 
slightly exceeds the number of needed homes, the cutting point 
tor acceptance is set further down. T~ee separate decisions 
are involved regarding foster family applicants. Firat is 
the ranking decision in which the worker arranges families in 
order of their aoodness. Second, the worker decides on a cut-
ting point. ~rd, is the matching of child and home. The 
first two are within the scope of this study. 
One of Dr. Wolin's findings is that the more infor.ma• 
tion a case contains the less likely it is that workers will 
agree on ita position relative to other cases. Another find-
ing was that there was considerable difference in the empha-
sis of various criteria between home finding and placement 
statts. This served to raise the question concerning dif-
ferences of opinion among the disciplines at Bradley. 
Setting 
This study was done at the Emma Pendleton Bradley 
l3Jean Charnley. The Art of Child Placement, P• sa. 
l4Martin Wolins. •The Problem of Choice in Foster Ho.me 
Finding.• Social Work• VQl• 4(0ctober, 1959), PP• 40-48. 
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Hospital in Riverside• R. I. fhis is a residential treatment 
center tor emotionally disturbed children, which otters psy-
chiatric study and treatment. complete medical supervision, 
special schooling. group living, individual psychotherapy and 
a well-rounded recreational program. fhe entire program tor 
the children is therapeutiaally planned and carried out under 
the supervision of tra~ned staff members. A team approach is 
' used. There is also an Out•Patient Department. 
The Bradley professional staff consists of nurses, 
psychiatrists, psychologists, group workers, caseworkers, tea• 
Ghers, a sociolegist and the Executive Director. Unit leaders 
who are not pretessionally trained but, who may be college 
graduates. are responsible tor the daily care of the children. 
Bradley Hespital is able to care tor about fifty-
seven children at a time as in-patients. Approximately halt 
are from Rhode Island and halt trom other parts of the coun• 
t~. Both boys and girls are accepted and they range in age 
from six to twelve years. They must be ot at least average 
intelligence or show a potential tor such functioning. They 
must have an emotional disturbance which can be diagnosed 
within the neuroses, psychoses or personality trait distur• 
bancea. !hey are accepted when out-patient treat.ent has 
proven unsucoesstul or is unavailable, when the child pre-
sents an unacceptable danger to himself or to the community, 
10 
er when treatment within the family setting is deemed unad• 
viaable. 
T.he average length of stay at Bradley is about two 
years. According to the 1958 Annual Report,l5 twenty-one pa-
tients were discharged during the year to the following des• 
tinatlona: twelve children went to their own hemes, eight 
went to other institutions and one went to a foster home. 
As part of ita prograa, Bradley eperates a Treatment 
Home Division. These parents are very carefully enosen and 
intensively trained. Bach tamil7 takes into its home a child 
who has been a patient within tne hospital for an appreciable 
period of ttae and for whom the statt now feels that this step 
is indicated. !he child continues to be a patient and con-
tinues to receive psychotherapy. The treatment home mother 
is seen regularly by the caseworker and functions as a member 
ef the teaa. In the treataent beae, the child should have an 
eppertunity to consolidate the gains he has made. Bradley 
views the trea taent h.Gae program as part o1' its after-care 
prograa. It is hoped that these treataent homes may "serve 
aa a transition from the hospital back to his own community.Ml6 
l5~ama Pendleton Bradley Hospital, Report tor 19581 
l6aradley Hospital, What Is the Emma Pendleton Brad• 
lei Hospital!, P• a. 
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!he procedure tor selecting these homes involves 
screening and studying of applicants by a social caseworker, 
and psychological testing of applicants by the psychology de-
partment. !he decision regarding acceptance or rejection ot 
a home is the responsibility of the social worker and the su• 
pervisor. Somett.es. however, ~es have been referred to the 
professional staff for a decision. The matching of a child 
with a particular home is done at a staff conterenoe.l7 
From December 1958 until January 16, 1960 there were 
122 inquiries by people interested in becoming treatment home 
parents tor Bradley children. There were twenty first inter-
views. From these, five complete hoae studies were made. 
Prom these five, one home was accepted, three were rejected 
and one never followed through en the application. Some of 
the reasons tor rejecting these homes were: no room, too many 
children, lack of financial stability, no father figure, age 
taotor, illness in family, inaccurate idea ot program. Some 
of the reasons tor questioning adequacy of applicants were: 
mixed religion, no experience with children, lack of transpor-
tation and poor motivation. 
l7Bradley HospitalL Procedure on Treatment Home Stu• !!!!• (Typewritten), PP• 2- • 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Construction of questionnaire 
In order to dete~ne which ~actors the various disci• 
plines at Bradley considered to be important in selecting 
treatment homes, a questionnaire was constructed. This ques-
tionnaire consisted of brief case .. descriptions of five hypo• 
thetical families. In each case study fifteen factors, which 
are commonly used in the selection of foster homes, were de-
scribed. The fifteen factors were mentioned but not tully de- · 
veloped, in each home. Thus, in each case, a minimum of essen1 
tial data was used. The fifteen factors included in the de• 
scription of each of the five oases were: 
1. Physical Set-Up. In this was included location of 
the home in urban, rural or suburban setting, number of rooms, 
and whether child would have a room. of his own or would have 
to share a room. 
2. MOtivation. This dealt with the parents• reasons 
for wanting a Bradley child in the home. 
3e Husband's Attitude toward Accepting a Child. This 
dealt with how etten the father was home, what role he played 
in the family and his general attitude teward accepting an-
other child into the family. 
4. Child-Rearing Practices. This was concerned with 
I 
. " 
the parents' attitude toward discipline and their ways ot 
handling behavio~. 
5. Marital Relationship. ~is dealt with the nature 
of the relationship between mother and father. 
6. Social Class. !his included economic status, oc-
cupation and family's capacity to accept or change their class 
status. 
7. References. This dealt with the opinions about 
the family's atabilit7 troa neighbors. friends and doctors. 
a. Comaunitz Activities. This was concerned with 
what ~le, it any, the family playa in community lite. 
9 • Sib lines in the Heae. !his ret erred to whether 
there were siblings in the heme and the ages of such siblings. 
Since Bradley children in need ot treatment homes would be 
about twelve years of age, the age of the siblings in a home 
is significant. Otten homes which contain siblings of the 
same age are net used due to the problem of rivalry. 
10. Flexibility to Engage in Casework. fhis was de• 
tined as ability to engage in a casework relationship tor the 
purpose of receiving help with the understanding and handling 
ot the Bradley child. Bradley expects treatment home parents 
to become a part ot the team concerned with the child and also 
to consult with a caseworker. 
11. AI!• !his dealt with the age of the treatment 
home parents. 
14 
12. Willipsness to Play Directly with the Child. 
This was considered as separate trom child-rearing practices 
since it is not neoesaaril7 rela~ed to the attitude toward 
diaoiplinarr or behavior problaas. 
13. Parents• Backs£ounds. In this was included the 
type et emotional, economic and social backgrounds ot the pa• 
rents in the ~amil7 and the ettect these backgrounds had on 
the parents. 
14. Health. ~s dealt with the health ot tne mem-
bers ot the prospective treatment home family. 
15. Religion. ~is included both the religious ~­
filiations and the extent and nature ot the participation ot 
~e tamil7 in religious matters. 
Soae ot the ideas tor the construction ot these cases 
were derived from the foster heme care material at Bradley and 
at Children's Friend and Service, a Rhode Island social agency 
one ot whose functions is to place children in foster homes. 
In each case or taaily description, controversial material was 
deliberatel7 included in three et the descriptive areas. In 
the other twelve areas. factors were generally considered to 
be neutral. The following table shows the problem areas tor 
each taaily. 
15 
Homes 
Green 
Jones 
Brown 
Jliller 
Smith 
TABLE 1 
PROBLEM AREAS IBSERTED IN EACH HOllE 
References 
Husband's att. 
Ph.7sical set-up 
Age 
Child-rearing 
practices 
Problem Areas 
CoDD11unit7 act. 
Health 
Jlotivatien 
Willingness te 
. pl&J 
Jlarital rela• 
tion.ahip 
Siblings in home 
Religion 
Social class 
Parents' back• 
ground 
Flexibility 
The five families were described as simply and realis• 
tically aa possible. The following is a brief description of 
each family in the questionnaire. For complete case descrip-
tion see appendix. 
The Green family consisted of a mother, a father who 
had a barber shop next door and t .. lve 7ear old twins who 
seemed to be well-adjusted. Their income was $65 a week and 
they wanted to fix up their house with the money they would 
get for having a Bradley child. They had close family ties 
but were not active in oommunit7 affairs. Their references 
were of a conflicting nature. 
The Jones famil7 had older children. a father Who was 
awa7 from home four days a week. and a mother who had colitis 
and hypotension. The father left the decision to take a child 
up to his wife. She had successfull7 followed through on med• ·· 
16 
ical advice when she had had difficulty with her son and man-
aged her household well. The parents were considerate, wa~ 
and consistent in handling their children. They were of dif-
ferent religious backgrounds. 
The Browns had an inooae of only tso a week and needed 
the money they would get te» ~e1Q& trea,ment home parents. A 
Bradley child would have to share a room with their seven year 
old son. They never went to high school and came from de-
prived backgrounds. They were active in community life and 
fairly permissive in the way they handled their children. 
The Millers were in their middle fifties and liked 
children. Mr. Miller was brought up strictly and Mrs. Miller 
was abused by relatives. She could not write English and 
spoke with an accent. They brought up a nephew who was away 
at college. They were rather passive people who liked tele• 
vision and arranged for their nephew to have outside interests. 
The Smiths were rather intellectual, well-to-do people 
with college backgrounds. They came from gpod families and 
lira. Smith had studied psychology. She did not think she had 
to consult with a caseworker regularly. Mr. Smith was pre-
occupied with his research and she felt neglected. 
The order in which the families appeared in the quest• 
ionnaire was completely randomized. No two questionnaires had 
' the families in the same order. This was done so that the or- .. 
der would not influence the acceptance or rejection of a fam• 
17 
ily. The questionnaire asked the respondent to accept or re-
ject each family, to give reasons for the decision, to rank 
the families from best to worst, and to draw a line under the 
last one considered to be acceptab1e.1 
Pre-Testing 
The questionnaire was pre-tested on five people: one 
for.mer home-finder, one group worker, one social research wor-
ker, one caseworker and one board member of a social agency. 
It is interesting that the findings for first choice in the 
pre-test sample were identical with the findings for first 
choice in the Bradley study. Second and third choices were 
reversed in the pre-test as compared with the Bradley study. 
The fourth and fifth choices were identical. The three major 
criteria for acceptance or rejection in the pre-test corres-
ponded exactly with the three major criteria found in the 
Bradley study. 
The Bradley Sample 
Thirty questionnaires were distributed to five case-
workers, six group workers, four psychologists, four teachers, 
three nurses, six psychiatrists, one sociologist and one Exe-
cutive Director. These thirty people included the entire pro-
fessional staff at Bradley. A code number was inserted in the 
left-hand corner of the last page of the questionnaire so that 
lsee Appendix A for copy of questionnaire. 
==::==--· =· === 
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each discipline could be identified. The unit leaders, who 
are comparable to counselors, and take care of the dail~ needs 
of the children, were not included in this stud~. A great 
deal ot interest in the stud~ and the treatment home program 
was stirred up b~ the questionnaires. Everyone began to feel 
ver~ involved in the treatment home program and was very co-
operative. The answers to all the questionnaires were re• 
turned within a week. Individual thank you notes were sent 
out to each participant in the study. 
Scope and Limitations 
One ot the major liaitationa ot this study is that the, 
discussion method which is used tor working through differ-
ences of opinion among and within the disciplines was eltm-
inated by the use of this questionnaire. The discussion pro• 
cess used at conferences, meetings and in supervision is es-
sential and indispensable in reaching decisions. Furthermore, 
oases used in the questionnaire are not real, but imaginary, 
and this may have influenced some of the responses. 
Different people may have given the questions more 
consideration than others because of interest and more direct 
involvement in the treatment home program. Reality pressures 
may have caused others not to consider the cases too care• 
tully. The unit leaders, who spend more hours with the chil-
dren than any one else, were not included in this study. 
The sample is limited to the Bradley professional 
ti -
19 
atatt and to the tY,Pe ot child served b7 BradleJ• Finall71 
the questionnaire and the pre-testing results were anal7zed 
b7 just one parson. This ma7 not be a autticient teat of re-
liabilit,.. 
' -·==::::·.:~._:-~:::.~-::":~-:~~.·-~~-~~~";~·-~-.:.-.. -- ~;::-
' 
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CHAFfER III 
FINDINGS 
Agreements and Di~~erences Among the Disciplines 
Although the study and selection ot treatment homea 
is primarily a casework tunotion, the various disciplines are 
often consulted as to their opinions at various stages ot the 
selection procesa. All the disciplines are sensitive to and 
understanding ot the needs et Bradley children. Therefore, 
their opinions concerning the selection ot these homes is very 
tmportant. It there is general agreement about accepting or 
rejecting certain types ot homea, the practical problem et 
home•tinding can be considerably simplified. It there is dis-
agreement among the disciplines concerning the selection of 
homes, there is need to study and understand the nature of 
this disagreement. 
Do the various disciplines agree as to which treat-
ment homes are beat tor Bradley children? Which disciplines 
agree with each other? Which disciplines disagree with which 
other disciplines? 
To find the answers to these questions, the order in 
which the homes were ranked by the various disciplines was ta• . 
bulated. The following table, Table 2, on Page 22, ahewa the ! 
way the various disciplines and the members within each disci• .· 
pline ranked the homes from 1 to s. The lines under the homes 
21 
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in each column indica'• the point at which homes were re• 
jected. All homes under the lines were rejected. The num-
bers under each discipline indicate the number of people in 
each discipline, for example, five caseworkers, six group wor-
kers, etc. The letters in the columna are the tirst letter 
et the name et each tamil7• 
fABLiil 2 
RAIXIHGS OF HOMES B! DISCIPLIN~ 
Rk Case- Greup Paych8• Bur- Teacll• Paychi- s B 
Werkera Worker a logiata aea era atriata • D 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 ... 5 6 1 2 3 .c. 1 ~ 3 1 2_ 3 4 1 2.3 4 5 s 1 1 
1 BGJB)( GJKJGB JGGB GBG JBGB J'GBGGJ B J 
2 G S M G B J'KBBBK KBlJG J'JJI JIJBG JIBGJ'J'K G G 
3 'J's!'J'1 KGGGJG s J J J' KGJ GGIIK GJJIISG -: A J'!JI'IJ' 'GJs• JIB BSKBB! 4 KMGIIG BKJJ s 
6 S,iSSS ssJsss BMK! B 8 8 s s s s 8M!SKS K 
B•Brown; G-Green; J•Jonea; K-~ller; S-Smith; So-Sociologist; 
EO-Executive Director; Rk-Ranke. 
Prom Table 2, the sum ot tho raDkings was obtained. 
For the process used, see Appendix Be !his is presented in 
Table 31 en Page 23e 
Table 3 anowa how each discipline ranked each home. 
Thus, the home with the lowest number, the Green family, was 
ranked first. The second choice was Jones; third choice, 
Browa; fourth ohoioe, Killer, and fifth and last choice was 
• s 
22 
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TABLE 3 
DEGREE OF ACCEPTABILITY OF THE FIVE CASES 
BY PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINES 
Pro:fessional Number Case 
Disciplines of 
Workers B G J 
Case Workers (5) 10 13 15 
Group Workers ( 6) 16 14 15 
Psychologists (4) 10 a 10 
Teachers ( 4~ 8 9 11 Nurses (3 10 5 7 
Psychiatrists ( 6) 19 11 12 
Sociologist (1) 1 2 3 
3 2 
15 
16 
16 
12 
9 
21 
5 
4 Exec. Dir. (1) 
- -
__!_ 
-
Totals 77 65 74 98 
Some of the reasons given by the respondents 
lecting or rejecting homes were as follows: 
s 
20 
25 
16 
20 
14 
27 
4 
5 
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for se-
A psychiatrist who accepted the Green family said: 
Mrs. Green's being bossy has no signifi-
cance whatsoever as well as "yelling at 
the children a great deal." These are 
healthy reactions that release tension 
on the part of the mother. Yelling at a 
child never burt him, if this was accom-
panied by affection and love. 
Same of the reasons given for accepting the Jones 
home were: 
Mrs. Jones appears to have much to offer 
1n ter.ms of emotional security. She has 
been able to raise two children well in 
spite of the fact that her husband was a-
way a great deal. sne was able to make 
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good use of medical help and she seems 
able to develop meaningful relationships. 
A psychologist said of the Jones family that 
They possess the attributes of consider• 
ation and warmth, and employ the child-
rearing methods that I believe desirable 
•• firmness, fairness, consistency and 
kindness. 
The Brown family, although it is in third place, was 
the first choice of the teachers, the caseworkers and the so• 
ciolegist. This was the family in the lowest socio-economic 
olasa who needed the money they would receive for taking care 
ot a Bradley child. The reason the sociologist gave for 
rankiag this home first was: 
Their aooial background does not appear 
to be the kind which would be conflict• 
tul to the Bradley child. They also ap• 
pear to be tully aware et the realistic 
problema involved, and, at the same time, 
willing to make the neoeaaary adjust-
menta. 
On the other hand, a psychiatrist said, "Financial in-
security and poor environmental aituation are threatening tao• 
tore of a relapse to previous pathology of the child." 
follows: 
The Miller family was evaluated by a caseworker as 
The evidence againat this being a suit• 
able treatment bome for a Bradley child 
seems quite compelling. What little m.a• 
terial is given on both Parents' back• 
grounds suggests atrong repressive forces 
inaibiting their relationships with 
people. Their pasaive adaptation to 
life would support their need to avoid 
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human relations and is more than a func-
tion of age. Their experience with 
raising their nephew suggests an aware-
ness of their limitations ••••• For the 
Bradley child still struggling with 
more primitive needs, these people would 
lack the resources to cope with. Their 
willingness to use casework help would 
have to be seen witnin the limits set by 
their age, their limited experience with 
children, and their longstanding, pro-
bably quite successful adaptation to 
their earlier experiences ••••• 
The following statement sums up the general consensus 
ot opinion concerning the Smith family which was ranked last 
by a vast majority: "Mrs. Smith needs psychiatric help her-
Also, 
1
1 
many people considered the Smith family's child-rearing be-
self. The family is too damned intellectual and cold." 
l 
I 
'I 
liets and practices to be too rigid. 
From Table 4, on Page 26, we can study the frequency 
with which the various disciplines agree with each other in I 
The caseworkers and I the order in which homes are accepted. 
teachers agree five times out of five. The sociologist agrees I 
with the caseworkers and teaGhera three times out of five. I 
li The group workers, psychologists and psychiatrists agree five J 
times out of five. The nurses agree with the latter grouping j 
tour times out of five. The Executive Director does not seem 
to align himself with any particular discipline. In his 
choice of first place, he stands alone. For second place he 
agrees with the caseworkers, teachers and sociologist. For 
third place, he agrees with the group workers and psy-
25 
chiatriata. However, in his selection of fourth and fifth 
places, he agrees with almost all the disciplines. All the 
disciplines except the nurses and the sociologist agree on the 
fourth choice. All the disciplines except the sociologist 
agree on the fifth choice. 
TABLE 4 
ORDER OF ACCEPTABILITY 
Professional Ranking& 
Disciplines 1 2 3 4 5 
Case Workers B G (J M) s 
Group Workers G J (B K) s 
Paycbologiata G (J B) (M S} 
Teachers B G J II s 
liuraea G J )( B s 
Psychiatrists G J B • s Sociologist B G J s Jl 
Exec. Dir. J G B K s 
Average Order G J B M s 
()•Theae homes received an equal sum. 
Thus, by obtaining the sua of' rankings, it is pos-
sible to obtain general agreement among the disciplines as to 
the order of goodness of homes. Green is considered to be the 
best treatment home when the first choice or each member with-
in each diacipliae is averaged. Jones, the second choice; 
Brown, the third choice; Miller, the fourth, and Smith, the 
.titth. We also find that although there is some difference 
or opinion among disciplines, certain disciplines will always 
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agree with certain other ones and some disciplines will some-
times agree with certain ones. 
From these findings, it appears that the close affec-
tionate family who have successfully reared secure children 
would be the first choice of all the disciplines. The home 
that has a cold, intellectual and rigid approach to child-
rearing is the last choice and the home most frequently re-
jected. There is considerable difference of opinion among the 
disciplines about the ranking of the Brown family. This dif-
ference seams to be related to the social class and economic 
motivation of the family. The fact that the caseworkers, so-
ciologist and teachers are not influenced unfavorably by this 
might indicate either greater identification with the lower 
ol&sa er a deeper understandiDS and aceeptance ef social and 
cultural differences. 
Differences and 4greements Within Disciplines 
In order to find out how much agreement there was 
within each discipline concerning the goodness or homes, the 
number of times each member of each discipline agreed or dis-
agreed with each other member of the discipline was tabulated 
from the data in Table 2. This data tabulates how each mem-
ber of each discipline ranked the homes. The number of agree-
ments within each discipline was then divided by the total 
number of possibilities for agreement and disagreement within 
each discipline in order to obtain the per cent of agree• 
=== . -----~~===== 
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ment.l The following table shows the per cent or agreement 
and disagreement within disciplines. 
TABLE 5 
PERCENTAGE OF AGREEMENT WITHIN DISCIPLINES (WITH MORE THAN ONE RESPONDENT) 
Disciplines Per cent or Per cent or 
Agreement Disagreement 
Case Workers (5) 46 54 
Group Workers (6J 72 28 
Psychologists (4 43 57 
Teachers (4) 60 40 
liursea (3) 60 .i() 
Psychiatrists (6) 65 35 
Average (28) 57 43 
!he average percentage or agreement is slightly more 
than halt, or speoirically ritty-seven per cent. The group 
workers have tbe highest percentage or agreement -- seventy-
two. The group workers, psyChiatrists, teachers and nurses 
I 
1 28 
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have over the average of rirty-seven per cent agreement. The I 
,, 
q 
li 
psychologists have the lowest percentage of agreement or tor-
ty-th.ree • The caseworkers and the payobologists have lower 
than the average percentage ot agreement. 
It is interesting to speculate about possible reasons 
tor ditterences in agreement among the disciplines. The group! 
lsee Appendix C ror tabulation of per cent agreement. 
==#:========================---0 ,_ ·-=-=---=-==#====--=0·=-=···· 
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I 
workers who have the highest per cent ot agreement appear much li 
mora relaxed 1D their relat1onah1p to eaoh other than the oth•41 
disciplines. Their coDUaunication with each other is more tre• 11 
II 
quent and more tluid. It occurs on both the formal and infor- !1 
il 
II 
mal levels and is accepted as an integral and important part 1 
I 
of the job to be done. This a&J account tor the greater per 
cent ot agreement within their discipline. The psychiatrists 
p 
wbo have the next higheat per oeat ot agreement also have lll&l1711 
group sessions together since all their training takes place 
1 
I 
at Bradley. !hey take trequent tield trips together and par-
tioipate, as a discipline, in manJ areas. It would thus 
tbat both the trequenoy and the treedoa ot communication 
··-I 
with•j 
in disciplines is related to the per cent of agreement. ~! 
I 
I 
From this, it se.ms that aembership in a particular 
discipline does not neceasarilJ guarantee that there will be 
much agreement with other members of the discipline as tar as ll.i 
choosing a treatment home is oonoerned. Particularly, the .
1 I, 
caseworkers who do the screening and the psychologists who do I 
the testing ot applicants baYe the smallest percentage of a• 
I greement within their ranks. It similar training does notre-' 
sult in agreement, perhaps a more objective and scientific 
method tor selecting and screening ot treatment homes is 
needed. 
Determination ot Factors 
Which tactors do the various disciplines at Bradley 
29 
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consider to be the crucial ones in accepting and rejecting 
treatment homes? Can we determine which factors all the dis-
ciplines use moat frequently in their selection of homes? Are 
there any factors that some disciplines consider more impor-
tant than others? From the reasons given by the respondents 
for accepting or rejecting each home it was possible to de• 
termine the factors that each considered important and was 
using to evaluate the families. These factors were analyzed 
for each member of each discipline. Table 6 on Page 31 shows 
the result.of this analysis. 
The factor that was mentioned almost twice as often as 
any other was Child-Rearing Practices. This factor was used 
109 ttmes. The second factor was Motivation which was used 
sixty•five times. The third was Flexibilitz to Engage in i 
I 
Casework which was used sixty-two times. It is obvious that I 
Child-Rearing Practices was the major factor considered in the j 
evaluation of these treatment homes. The next two factors, 
Motivation and Flexibilitz, were fairly close in frequency 
used. The others were all relatively unimportant. 
Marital Relationship was the next factor mentioned and 
was considered twent7-aeven times. It ia actually quite dif• 
ficult to isolate these factors since so often one will influ• 
ence another. For example, when a poor marital relationship 
exists, the child-rearing practices may be affected. ~ and 
Parents' Bac!grounds were considered equally important. The 
I 
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'rABLE 6 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH VARIOUS FACTORS WERE CONSIDERED 
BY THE DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES 
Factors cw GW CH N T p s ED Totals 
1-Physical Set-Up 2 l 7 0 l 0 0 0 ll 
2-Motivation 10 22 8 3 9 ll l 1 65 
3-Husband's Atti-
tude 2 6 6 l l l l 0 18 
4-Child-Rearing 
Practices 17 26 16 10 12 20 3 5 109 
5-Marital Re1a-
tionship 8 7 4 2 4 2 0 0 27 
6-Social Class 2 3 5 l 2 6 0 0 19 
7-References 2 0 l l 0 0 0 0 4 
8-Connnunity 
Activities 6 4 0 3 4 2 1 0 20 
9-Siblings in 
Home 5 l 2 0 3 2 0 l 14 
10-Flexibility to 
Engage in 
Casework 15 17 8 3 7 9 2 l 62 
11-Age 2 3 3 3 5 5 l l 23 
12-Willing to Play 
with Child 2 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 12 
13-Parents' 
Backgrounds 3 5 5 1 3 4 2 0 23 
14-Health 3 2 3 l l l 0 0 ll 
15-Religion 4 2 l 3 0 l 0 0 ll 
OW-Caseworkers; GW-Group Workers; CH-Psychologists; N-Nurses; 
T-Teachers; P-Psychiatrists; S-Sociologist; ED-Executive 
Director. 
Husband's Attitude, Siblings and Social Class were all men-
tioned about the same number of times. The factors mentioned 
least were Willingness to Play Directly with the Child, 
Health, Religion and References. The latter was the factor 
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used least frequently or only tour times. 
The following table shows the order in which the vari• 
oua disciplines rank the top f'ive factors. 
TABLE 7 
RANKINGS OF TOP FIVE FACTORS BY DISCIPLINES 
Factors Discipline• 
cw GW Ch N T p 
l•Physical Set-Up 3 
2•Motivation 3 2 2.5 3.5 2 2 
3•Husband 1 s Attitude 4 4 
4•Child-Rearing Prac-
tices 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5•Marital Relationship 4 5.5 
6•Social Class 5.5 4 
7•Referenoes 
a-community Activities 5 3.5 5.5 
9~Siblings in Home 
10-Flexibility 2 3 2.5 3.5 3 3 
11•Age 3.5 4 5 
l2•Wi1lin! to Play 
.with hild 
13-Parents' Backgrounds 5 5.5 
14•Hea1th 
15•Religion 3.5 
OW-Caseworkera; GI-Group WorkeraJ C~Psychologists; N-Nursea; 
T"'!Teacher a; P-PsyQhiatria~a. 
All the disciplines rank Child-Rearing Practices 
first. The caseworkers consider Flexibility to Engage in 
Casework as the second most important factor. The psycholo• 
gists and group workers are the only ones who consider the 
Husband's Attitude among the first five factors. The nurses 
==~============-~==== 
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teachers and psychiatrists consider ~ in the first five fac-
tors. The nurses give a relatively high ranking to Community 
Activities and Religion. The psychiatrists and psychologists 
mention Social Class in the first five factors. The psycho-
logists are the only ones who mention Physical Set-Up in the 
first five factors. 
Some of these findings are to be expected and others 
stimulate some fascinating speculations. Since Child-Rearing 
Practices is the most important factor by a huge majority, it 
is to be expected that all the disciplines would mark it high-
est. Work with parents is definitely and traditionally a 
casework function. Therefore, the caseworkers would naturally 
rank this factor second, although all the other disciplines 
also consider it among the first five factors. The reason 
the psychologists and group workers are the only disciplines 
to consider the Husband's Attitude among the top five factors 
is difficult to explain. 
There is only one woman out of ten group workers and 
psychologists. There are nine women out of the eighteen in 
the other disciplines. so, there is a greater proportion of 
men in the for.mer. This may account for their considering 
the Husband's Attitude as important. 
Although there are fathers among the other disci-
plines, the fathers who are group workers have the greatest 
number of children. Whereas the fathers in the other disci-
\ 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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plines have one or two children each, except one psychologist 
who has three, one group worker has six children, one, five 
and one, four. Perhaps the more children one has, the more 
important does one consider the Husband's Attitude to be. 
Tbe nurses, teachers and psychiatrists are, for the 
most part, slightly older than the members of the other disci-
plines and therefore might be more aware of the ~ factor. 
The nurses are the only discipline which ranks Religion among 
the top five factors. Apparently, to them this is a signifi-
cant factor. It is noteworthy that the group workers do not 
consider Community Activities at all; while the nurses, ease-
workers and teachers do. It is the group workers and psycho-
logists who consider Parents' Backgrounds. 
It seems that, for the most part, it is not profession 
al training that influences the choice of the most important 
factors to look for in selecting a treatment home. The most 
striking example of this is the fact that the psychologists 
are the only discipline to rank Physical Set-Up so highly. 
Personal values, status factors, age, and economic position 
seem to have much more bearing on the determination of the 
importance of certain factors than do professional identities. 
Criteria of Acceptance and Rejection 
The questionnaire used for the study was not specifi-
cally designed to obtain data concerning the nature of the 
differences and agreements among the disciplines. It was de-
J
ill 
l 
I 
I 
signed to rind out whether there were dirrerences and agree-
ments and which factors were most frequently used in selecting 
treatment homes. However, by studying two of the major rae-
tors selected and breaking down the natural categories they 
fall into, it is possible to obtain some indication as to the 
criteria used by the various disciplines and the nature of 
the differences of opinion. 
The criteria were obtained from the answers to the 
question in the questionnaire as to the reasons for accepting 
or rejecting homes. There was no way to ascertain beforehand 
which factors would be considered the most important ones. 
Therefore, there was no way to design the questionnaire to de-
ter.mine which criteria were being considered by the various 
disciplines in reaching their decisions. However, by restudy-
ing the answers as they applied to specific factors, the na-
ture of agreement and disagreement regarding criteria was ob-
tained. This is shown in Table 8, on Page 36. 
The major factor, Child-Rearing Practices, was men-
tioned 109 times in the discussion of reasons for the accep-
tance or rejection of homes. The child-rearing practice that 
received more than four times the consideration of any other 
as a positive quality is "war.mth." All the disciplines agree 
that this is the most important positive quality. 
The next quality considered most important is "firm-
ness and consistency," which is a for.m of parental discipline. 
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TABLE 8 
FREQUENCY OF CONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIC 
CHILD-REARING PRACTICES BY THE DISCIPLINES 
Professional Number of Positive 
Disciplines Workers Practices 
w F s T SH c 
Case Workers (5) 7 4 2 
Group Workers (6) 15 1 4 1 6 
Psychologists (4) 3 2 1 1 
Teachers (4) 3 1 1 
Nurses ( 3) 3 1 1 
Psychiatrists ( 6) 6 2 1 
Sociologist (1) '5 1 1 
Exec. Dir •. ( 1) 2 
-------- --
Totals 39 9 4 8 4 8 
time 
Negative 
Practices 
R I p 
5 1 
4 1 1 
5 2 
5 1 1 
2 1 
5 1 
1 
1 
---
21 12 4 
with child; W-W~th; F-Fir.mness and Consistency; S-Spend 
T-Ability to tolerate behavior; SH-Ability to share child; 
0-Ability to control child; R-Too Rigid; I-Too Intellectual; 
P-Too Per.missive. 
"Ability to tolerate behavior" and "ability to control beha-
vior" are considered equally important and are focused pri-
marily on the child's behavior. The latter is considered to 
be the ability to do something about the behavior and the 
ror.mer is the ability to stand it. The group workers and the 
sociologist seem to consider this aspect of the parents' be-
havior more than other disciplines. 
Although 11past experience with children" was not con-
sidered a child-rearing factor in computing the data, it 
should be noted that all the disciplines except the nurses 
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and sociologist mentioned it as a reason for accepting a fam-
ily. The psychologists and psychiatrists considered *'past 
experience with children" as a positive factor more frequent-
ly than the other disciplines. The caseworkers considered 
"no experience with children" as a reason for rejecting a 
family. 
All the disciplines, except the psychiatrists, con-
sidered "too rigid" as the major negative quality in Child-
Rearing Practices. The psychiatrists considered "too intel-
lectual" as the major negative quality. This recalls the 
opinion expressed by the child on Page 8 of this study who 
did not want to live with college graduates any more. The 
six group workers consider "war.mth" fifteen times as a posi-
tive criterion. This is much more freqQently than it is con-
sidered by any other discipline. They are also the only 
group that consider "ability to control child" as an impor-
tant positive criterion. The teachers, psychologists and 
caseworkers are the disciplines that consider 11too rigid" an 
important negative practice. 
The area of Motivation is analyzed in Table 9 on Page 
38. 
Although Kotivation was mentioned sixty-five times in 
the discussion of reasons for acceptance or rejection of 
homes, when factors were analyzed, the total in this table is 
sixty-one. Four times Motivation was used by respondents un-
37 . 
TABLE 9 
FRE~UENCY OF THE CONSID~ION OF SPECIFIC 
MOTIVATIONS BY THE DISCIPLINBS 
Disciplines Financial Emotional Helping 
p N p N p N 
Case Workers ( 5) 2 2 3 
Group Workers ( 6) 3 3 2 4 7 
Psychologists (4) 2 1 l 
Nurses ( 3) 2 1 1 
Teachers (4) 2 2 2 3 
Psychiatrists ( 6) 3 3 1 3 1 
Sociologist (1) l 
Exec. Dir. (1) 
..L 
- - - --
Totals 12 14 4 14 12 1 
P-Positive Motivation; N-Negative Motivation. 
Service 
p N 
l 
2 
l 
--
2 2 
specifically. That is, the answer was that the motivation 
was good or bad without mentioning what criteria were being 
considered. Therefore, these were omitted from the analysis. 
The caseworkers are equally divided as far as "need 
for money• is concerned. However, they see the motive of 
•fulfilling parents' emotional needs" as negative. The group 
workers are equally divided as far as "need for money" goes 
and also see "fulfilling parents' emotional needs 11 as mainly 
a negative factor. However, they and the teachers view "an 
interest in helping children" as the most important positive 
motive. The teachers and psychiatrists are equally divided 
concerning the "need for money" and the psychologists and 
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nurses see it only as a negative motive. However, the Execu-
tive Director considers it to be a positive motive. Almost 
all of the disciplines with a few exceptions within the dis-
ciplines consider the "fulfilling parents' emotional needs" 
as a negative motive, except the sociologist. The psycholo-
gists consider "to be of service" as positive. 
All of the disciplines are almost equally divided as 
far as the "need f'or money" as a motive is considered. They 
are equally divided as far as "to be of service" is concerned. 
f!'hey see "fulfilling parents' emotional needs" chiefly as a 
negative motive. There is practically general agreement that 
"interest in helping children" is a positive motive. 
There seems to be much lack of clarity and under-
standing of some of' the reality factors connected with treat-
ment or foster parenthood evidenced in this analysis of mo-
tivation. After all, is not interest in helping children a 
fulfillment of an emotional needY There is no doubt but that 
in our intense focusing on the child we tend to lose some of 
our perspective as to parents' needs and how these needs can 
be used to the child's advantage. There just are no saintly 
parents just as there are no saintly children or even saintly 
social workers. In the area of what constitutes positive and 
negative motivation these findings suggest that the differ-
ences within the disciplines have personal and subjective 
roots as do the differences among the disciplines. 
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OHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
Summary 
This is a study of the problems related to the selec-
tion of treatment homes at Bradley Hospital. The problems 
are concerned with agreements and differences among the disci-
plines concerning selection of homes, and determination of 
factors and criteria of acceptance and rejection of these 
homes. The following questions were raised: 
1. What are tbe agreements and differences among the 
various disciplines concerning tbe selection of treatment 
homes for Bradley children? 
2. What are the agreements and differences within 
the disciplines? 
3. Which factors are most frequently used by the 
various disciplines to determine the selection of homes? 
4. What are the criteria for acceptance or rejection 
of treatment homes? 
In order to answer these questions, a questionnaire 
was constructed. This questionnaire consisted of five hypo-
thetical treatment homes which contained fifteen factors com-
monly used in foster home selection. In each home, three 
different factors were purposely made problem areas. The 
other twelve factors remained neutral. The questionnaire was 
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given to thirty people: five caseworkers, six group workers, 
four psychologists, four teachers, six psychiatrists, three 
nurses, one sociologist and one executive director. Each was 
asked to either accept or reject each home; to give reasons 
for the decision and to rank the homes from best to worst in-
dicating at which point the homes were rejected by drawing a 
line under the last home accepted. 
Even though there were differences of opinion among 
the disciplines concerning the order of goodness of homes, it 
was possible to obtain general agreement as to which homes 
were best. Certain disciplines tended to agree more with cer-
tain other disciplines. The caseworkers and teachers always 
agreed with each other. The sociologist agreed with the case-
workers and teachers three times out of five. Almost all the 
disciplines agreed with each other at least two times out of 
five. 
The average percentage of agreement within the disci-
plines was fifty-seven per cent. The group workers, psychia-
trists, teachers and nurses had over the average of fifty-
seven per cent agreement. The caseworkers and psychologists 
had lower than the average percentage agreement. The group 
workers had the highest per cent agreement or seventy-two. 
The factors that all the disciplines considered most 
frequently in determining whether to accept or reject a home 
wares Child-Rearing Practices which was used one hundred and 
41 
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nine times; Motivation which was used sixty-five times, and 
Flexibility to Engage in Casework which was used sixty-two 
times. Every discipline agreed on Child-Rearing Practices as 
being the most important factor 1n accepting or rejecting a 
home and usea it more often than any other factor. 
As far as criteria tor accepting or rejecting a home 
was concerned, "w~th" was considered to be the most impor-
tant positive Child-Rearing Practice. "Firmness and consis-
tency" and "ability to tolerate and control behavior" were al-
so considered to be important positive Child-Rearing Practices. 
The group workers and sociologist considered the "ability to 
tolerate and control behavior" more than any other disciplines. 
All the disQiplines, except the psychiatrists, considered "too 
rigid" as the most negative Child-Rearing Practice. The psy-
chiatrists considered •too intellectual" to be the most 1m-
portant negative Child-Rearing Practice. 
All of the disciplines were almost equally divided as 
far as the Motivation of "need tor money" was concerned. "Ful-
filling parents' emotional needs" was viewed mainly as a nega-
tive factor. They were equally divided as far as the Motiva-
!!2e "to be of service" was concerned. There was general 
agreement that "interest in helping children" is a positive 
motive. 
Implications 
The major implication of this study is that it is pos-
sible to obtain general agreement among the disciplines con-
cerning factors and criteria for selecting treatment homes. 
The factors used most frequently were Child-Rearing Practices, 
Motivation and Flexibility to Engage in Casework. In the pro-
cess of trea~ent home selection, it would seem that these fac-
tors should be given primary consideration. 
The criteria most disciplines agreed upon were "warmth" 
as a positive Child-Rearing Practice and "too rigid" as a neg-
ative practice. There was general agreement that "interest in 
helping children" is a positive Motivation and "fulfilling 
parents• emotional needs" is a negative practice. 
Perhaps in the process of selecting treatment homes, 
these factors and criteria should be focused on. However, it 
is important to note that "interest in helping children" may 
be directly related to "fulfilling parents' emotional needs" 
and indirectly related to "need for money. tt This would fur-
ther indicate the importance of being able to work with the 
caseworker in order to best meet the needs of the child. 
Another implication of this study is that the ease and 
frequency of communication tend to increase the amount of 
agreement within the disciplines. If and when agreement with-
in disciplines becomes a desirable goal, it would seem that 
ways of increasing and facilitating this communication be 
sought and fostered. There might be some question as to how 
much to encourage agreement among the disciplines since some 
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of the disagreement when freely expressed can be more stimu-
lating and helpful than too much sterile agreement. 
Further Questions Raised 
Most of the questions raised by this study are re-
lated to the agreements and differences among and within the 
disciplines. Why do caseworkers, teachers and a sociologist 
agree with each other and the group workers, psychologists and 
psychiatrists with each other? Are these agreements and dis-
agreements related to sex, age, personal backgrounds, nature 
of training or type of experience each has with childrent 
As far as the differences within the disciplines are 
concerned, there are further implications and questions. If 
similar training does not lead to agreement concerning treat-
ment home selection, should there not be a more scientific 
and objective method? A screening device which contains fac-
tors and criteria about which there is general agreement may 
be the answer to this dilemma. Hopefully, the findings in 
this study which deal with the factors and criteria considered 
to be important in the selection of treatment homes may be an 
initial step in formulating such a screening process. 
APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire~ Concerned with the Problem ot Choice in the Selection 
ot Treatment Homes for Bradley Children. 
Instructions: 
The following five families have their assets and limitations as 
do all families. There are no right or.wrong answers to the questions 
asked. This is an attempt to study the factors that the various 
disciplines consider to be important in the selection of treatment 
homes for Bradley children and to establish criteria for such homes. 
All replies will be completely confidential. It is not necessary to 
sign your name on these questionnaires. Please do not discuss this 
with other staff members since it may influence the results. 
After reading each case, please answer the questions which fol-
low each one. After completing the five cases, rank them from 1 to 5, 
starting with the one you consider best and so on until the fifth, 
which should be the one you consider to be worst. Indicate the point 
at which you would reject the homes by drawing a line under the last 
one which you consider to be acceptable for a Bradley child. If all 
are acceptable or all are rejected, please state so. 
Please return within three days to me or to the Secretary of 
your department. 
Blanche Roth 
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Brown Family 
The Brown family live in a very poor neighborhood on the out-
skirts of the city. The furnishings are very run-down and the house-
keeping standards low. They have five rooms, three bedrooms. A 
Bradley child would share a room which has twin beds with their seven 
year old son. Their four year old daughter has a small room of her 
own. Parents are in the middle 30's and are interested in the treat-
ment home program because they need the money. They cannot manage on 
the $50 a week father makes by selling eggs from house to house. 
Father would rather mother took care of another child than go out to 
work. He feels that the children need her at home. 
The Brown's seem to have a great deal of warmth and affection 
for each other and for their children. They are fairly permissive and 
allow the children to put their feet all over the furniture and to 
eat crackers in bed. 
Father completed seventh grade, mother eighth grade. Both came 
from very deprived backgrounds and have struggled to make ends meet 
all their lives. Mrs. Brown feels having another child would be like 
having her own -- only harder. They are devout Catholics and attend 
church regularly. Father is active in Scouts and Little League. 
Their references state that they enjoy themselves both with and with-
out their children. They have a large group of friends and during 
the summer go to the beach and on many picnics. Their health is good. 
Coming in to Bradley once a week would present some problems 
both as far as transportation and baby-sitting for the other children 
is concerned. However, they thought they might work this out by 
having father come home early to stay with the children and mother 
taking the egg truck. They consider that discussing the problems of 
managing a Bradley child with the caseworker would be very important 
for the child and helpful to them. 
Would you accept this family for a Bradley child? Circle one: 
Yes or No. Give reasons below. Be specific. 
Smith Family 
The Smith family live in a seven-room home in the city, very 
tastefully and elaborately furnished. The house and furnishings are 
immaculately kept. They are in their late 20's, have been married 
seven years and have not been able to have children. They are un-
certain as to whether they want to adopt a child but would like to 
take a Bradley child because they feel they can be of service in this 
way. They have household help. They have a lovely spare room for a 
child. 
Mrs. Smith majored in Psychology in college and is interested in 
children with emotional problems. Mr. Smith is absorbed in research 
work in the field of Physics at the University and would be relieved 
if his wife had some interest of her own. He spends many evenings 
and most weekends in his laboratory which Mrs. Smith resents. She 
feels rejected and neglected. She is active in the League of Women 
Voters, in the local chapter of her University Club and is on the 
board of the R. I. Philharmonic. They are Unitarians and attend 
church. Their references consider them to be very respectable and 
reputable. Paternal grandfather is a college professor. Maternal 
grandfather is a very wealthy and successful ,business man. They 
consider their childhood to have been happy and fulfilling. l1rs. 
a~ith has a strong drive for prestige and rather fixed social stand-
ards. V.tr. and I1rs. Smith have rarely heard "dirty words" and are 
not sure how they would react to this. They believe that children 
should limit their play to certain areas of the home and to certain 
times of the da7t• Part of each day should be spent studying and in 
pursuit of the 'fine things of life," such as music, etc. 
Mrs. Smith has read many books on Child Psychology and feels 
that she would be able to handle any problems that might arise with 
a Bradley child in the home. She would like to be a member of the 
team but does not think it necessary to consult with the caseworker 
on a regular basis. 
Would you accept this family for a Bradley child? Circle one: 
Yes or No. Give reasons below. Be specific. 
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Green Family 
The Greens live in an old white three-story building 1n a sub-
urban neighborhood. The outside is dilap1.dated looking but the 
inside is in good condition. They plan to convert the sewing roam 
tor a Bradley child. This room would be adequate and is cheerful 
looking. They would like to get ~he outside of the house fixed up 
with the money they would receive for taking care of a child. They 
have 12-year old twins -- a boy and a girl who are devoted to each 
other. 
Parents are in their late 30's, high school graduates and depend 
a great deal on each other.. Nother has a rather mate:rnal attitude 
toward father. Father has a small ba1•ber shop next door to the house. 
He earns about $65 a week. He loves children and likes the idea of 
taking another child into the home. Their children appear to be 
secure and happy. They have a very close family life but are not 
active i.n e.ny community activities. The parents come from large 
families and there is much visiting back and forthe They are Protes-
tant but rarely attend church. Parents and children play together a 
great deal. They go skating and sledding and prefer their own com-
pany to others. Health is good. Both parents are interested in the 
Bradley program and in seeing the caseworker regularly. 
Two of their 
"bossy" and yells 
says that she has 
far as h9 knows. 
illnesses and has 
neighbors have reported that Mrs. Green is very 
at the children a great deal. The family doctor 
always been a very conscientious and good mother as 
She has called him only for the more serious 
handled the minor ones herself. 
Would you accept this family for a Bradley child? Circle one: 
Yes or No. Give reasons below. Be specific. 
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Miller Family 
The Miller family live in the city in a six-room tenement which 
presents a rather worn but adequate and clean appearance. There is 
a bedroom available for a Bradley child. Mr. and Mrs. Miller are in 
their middle 50's and were never able to have children of their own. 
However, they brought up a nephew since he was 10 years old and 
o~phaned, who is now away in college. They would very much like to 
have a child in their home because they are both extremely fond of 
children -- especially boys. 
Mr. Miller completed high school and has a clerical job in the 
State Civil Service. He is active in the Masons and in the Jewish 
Center. Mr. and Mrs. Miller are extremely fond of each other and 
enjoy rather passive activities like watching television, going to 
the movies and reading. They played very little with their nephew 
when he lived with them but encouraged him to have friends of his own 
age to play with. Mr. Miller was brought up very strictly, spent 
hours in Hebrew school and was not permitted to play with other child-
ren. Mrs. Miller was brought to this country by relatives after her 
parents were killed in Europe when she was very young. She was 
abused and taken advantage of by these relatives -- treated more like 
a servant than a child and had very little schooling. She can read 
but not wri~e and speaks with an accent. Their health and references 
are good. Mrs. Miller is very ~hterested in talking over problems of 
handling a child with a worker from Bradley since she feels she has 
not had too much experience with children and both she and the child 
could profit from this. 
Would you accept this family for a Bradley child? Circle one: 
Yes or No, Give reasons below. Be specific. 
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Jones Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, their 16-year old daughter, and 17-year old 
son, live in a rural area. They have a two-story cottage with eight 
rooms. The furnishings are simple but home-like in appearance. They 
have a spare bedroom. Th3ir children are now in high ~chool and in-
volved with their own frieads and interests. Mr. Jones drives a 
trailer-truck to Chicago and is away from home four days each week. 
He owns his own trucking business and makes a good living. Mrs. Jones 
is lonely and would like to have another child in the house to take 
care of. 
Both parents are in their late 30 1 s and completed high school. 
Mrs. Jones also completed two years of nurse's training and worked as 
a nurse before her marriage. Mr. Jones feels that this decision is 
up to his wife since he's not home much and it wouldn't make any dif-
ference to him. The parents have a very considerate and warm atti-
tude toward each other. They are firm, fair and consistent in hand-
ling their children. All their references consider them to be excel-
lent parents. They are activ3 in the Grange and P. T. A. Mother is 
Catholic and father, Protest&nt. She and the children attend the 
local Catholic church. Father does not go to church. They always 
enjoyed doing things together as a family. However, as their child-
ren are going off on their own more, they miss this. Mother comes 
from a large family and recalls the good times they used to have 
together. Father was an orphan and believes in giving less fortunate 
children a chance. 
When the 17-year old boy was nine years old, he became nervous 
and began to do poorly in school. Mother took him to a doctor who 
advised her to give him more freedom. She followed his advice and 
her son rapidly improved and has done well since. Mother believes 
it's very helpful to have someone to talk problems over with as soon 
as they arise. She is interested in working with the staff at 
Bradley. She suffers from colitis and hypotension for which she 
takes thyroid. Most of the time, her health does not interfere with 
her managing her household duties. 
Would you accept this family for a Bradley child? Circle one: 
Yes or No. Give reasons below. Be specific. 
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Please rank these homes from best to worst. Draw line under 
last one you consider to be acceptable. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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APPENDIX B: RANXINGS OF HOMES BY THE VARIOUS DISCIPLINES 
Case Workers (5) Psychiatrists (6) 
Rk. Homes Rk. Homes 
B G J 14 s B G J M s 
l 2 1 l l 0 1 l 3 2 0 0 
2 l 2 0 l l 2 l l 2 2 0 
3 2 0 3 0 0 3 0 2 2 l l 
4 0 2 0 3 0 4 4 0 0 1 l 
5 0 0 1 0 4 5 0 0 0 2 4 
Group Workers (6) Sociologist (1) 
l l 2 2 1 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 
2 3 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
3 0 4 1 1 0 3 0 0 l 0 0 
4 1 0 2 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 l 
5 l 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 l 0 
Psychologists (4) Total ( 30) Executive Dir. (l) 
l 1 2 1 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 
2 2 l 0 l 0 Rk. Homes 2 0 l 0 0 0 
3 0 0 3 0 l B G J 14 s 3 l 0 0 0 0 
4 0 l 0 l 2 4 0 0 0 l 0 
5 l 0 0 2 l 5 0 0 0 0 1 
1 9 11 8 2 0 
2 8 7 6 8 1 
Teachers (4) 3 3 9 ll 5 2 Nurses (3) 
4 7 3 4 10 6 
5 3 0 0 5 22 
l 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 
2 1 l l l 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 
3 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 l l 1 0 
4 l 0 2 1 0 4 1 0 0 1 1 
5 0 0 0 0 4 5 l 0 0 0 2 
Numbers in columns under Homes indicate the number of times 
each home was chosen for each rank by each discipline. 
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APPENDIX C: TABULATION OF PER CENT AGREEMENT 
Families Case Workers Group Workers 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
Brown 6 4 7 8 
Green 4 6 15 0 
Jones 4 6 10 5 
.Miller 3 7 7 8 
Smith 6 4 15 0 
23 27 54 21 
Totals 50 75 % agreement 46 72 
Psychologists Nurses 
Families Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
Brown 2 4 l 2 
Green 3 3 3 0 
Jones 3 3 l 2 
Miller 2 4 l 2 
Smith 3 3 3 0 
I3 rr 9"' 6 
Totals 30 15 fo agreement 43 60 
Teachers Psychiatrists 
Families Agree Disagree. Agree Disagree 
Brown 2 4 7 8 
Green 3 3 10 5 
Jones l 5 10 5 
Miller 6 0 7 8 
Smith 6 0 15 0 
nr I2 49 26 
Totals 80 75 % agreement 60 65 
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